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Sustainability is complex. the what why and how are hard to explain



we aim to simplify that. we also aim to make it colourful smart and sexy
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Today is a very special day for me because I am here to introduce our firstborn. Before I do, 
let me tell you a little about the romance that led it to come into being. 
At Republic of Everyone we have been creating sustainability strategy and communications for 
companies for almost five years. It’s a short time in the grand scheme of things but it’s been 
an important time in sustainability. In the early years our client list looked like this 
(click)...these were the organisations looking to create a sustainable world. Five years on 
things have changed a lot...(click) it’s companies who are taking the fore.



Nowhere has this phenomenon been more acutely obvious than at this year’s Rio+20 Summit. 
We were there and while the reports back were mixed at best, they missed a very important 
trend. 
Microsoft used the forum to announce their pledge to go carbon neutral, including the 
establishment of an internal carbon market. Unilever’s Paul Polman proved himself a 
charismatic leader. Puma explained their concept of environmental profit and loss accounting. 
And there were many more.



Seeing these kinds of companies and working with these kinds of companies, we realised the 
world needs more of these kinds of companies. And since we have been helping companies 
understand, implement and be famous for sustainability for five years now, we figured it was 
our duty to write the book showing other companies how to do it. 

So, ladies and gentlemen, it is my pleasure to introduce...(click) The Hero’s Handbook.
Let’s take a look inside.





In movies that means saving the universe from the latest gamma ray and finding out the girl 
you have a crush on is actually your sister



In#real#life#it’s#bigger#than#that.#It#means#saving#people#and#the#planet#from#being#destroyed#by#
poverty,#famine,#climate#change,#forest#destruction,#species#extinction,#lack#of#water#and#things#
like#that.#Whether#real#life#or#imagined,#heroes#have#certain#attributes#that#simply#cannot#be#
ignored.#



They#are#uncompromising,#?ighting#for#their#cause#like#it#was#a#matter#of#life#or#death#(which#it#
sometimes#is).



They#are#steely#jawed#in#the#face#of#adversity,#never#backing#down#to#even#the#biggest#bully#
enemies.



They#are#public#in#their#actions,#never#hiding#from#doing#what#is#right.



They#are#easy#to#recognise,#with#a#signature#logo,#out?it#and,#often#catchcry.
They#solve#the#problems#of#the#world#and#we#love#them#for#it



But#can#a#brand#be#a#hero?#Sure,#why#not.#
To#demonstrate,#let#me#show#you#a#video.#(watch)
I#think#you’ll#agree#that#a#video#like#that#was#once#the#domain#of#an#NGO.#Here#you#see#positive#
change#being#the#driver#of#a#brand.#That’s#what#being#a#Hero#Brand#is#all#about.#



It’s an initiative that goes like this. The brand sets out the problems of the world it thinks it 
can solve. Their Common Threads initiative helps solve the issue that, as their founder says, 
we have an infinite demand for consumption in a finite world. 



They ask you not buy what you don’t need



In return they make it easy to recycle and reuse their goods by putting drop off zones in store



And#they#team#up#with#partners#so#that#it’s#easy#for#you#to#join#their#cause#and#help#solve#their#
chosen#problem.#



Not afraid of politics, they take neither party’s side and instead encourage voters to learn 
their reps’ records on the environment then choose accordingly.



And they are not just part of 1% for the Planet, they were one of the founders. 



We#call#this#sort#of#hero#band#a#born#hero.#
Like#Superman#they#were#created#with#herodom#in#their#DNA#by#founders#who#believed#that#
doing#good#by#people#and#the#planet#is#good#for#business.#



Not all brands can be born heroes. Some were founded long ago, before the sort of problems we see in 
the world today existed or were known. That’s OK. Instead of born heroes these brands become made 
heroes. Think Spiderman. He never intended to be a hero,
he was bitten by a radioactive spider and it gave him great powers.

Compliance, efficiencies, expectation, advantage or being stung by regulators or the next big 
Greenpeace campaign. There are many reasons brands become heroes, the important thing is to become 
one.



One made hero you will all be aware of is Unilever. They have impressive targets around 
everything from health and hygiene to greenhouse gases, all publicly laid out in the 
Sustainable Living Plan. They use it to define the issues (click) then they have the Sustainable 
Living Lab where they encourage people to help them find solutions to them.



Sustainability is helping them focus innovation on solving these key issues and you can see 
they are not just changing how they do things, they are changing how the market does things 
and how their customers do things. 

So what do hero brands do that other brands do not?



1. Fighting Fit

First, when it comes to sustainability, they’re fighting fit. 

Getting fit is a bit like a new year’s resolution, except this is one you actually follow through with 
rather than just doing the first two weeks of January.



Smoking factories, (click) flabby and social practices and (click) lazy processes are out.  
A healthy approach to your social and environmental policies is in.



Blah blah blah

Sustainability blah blah blah is out
It’s quite easy to tell a genuine, cohesive strategy from a bad one. Bad ones use words like 
‘broad demonstrable benefits’ ‘ambitions’ and ‘endeavours’ without actually demonstrating 
any actions. At best they are blah blah blah



The good ones look more like this. They are cohesive, structured and have real targets and 
commitments which are built into the business plans of the business so they actually happen.
They are also transparent and public. 
Yes, it’s a little like hard work but think of it as strong abs. It’s the muscular framework that 
will give you the strength to go out and have a big impact on the world.
Of course creating a cohesive sustainability strategy is more than a presentation in itself so if 
you want to know how it’s done, give us a call. 



2. Do something heroic

More and more, however, a cohesive sustainability strategy is the cost of entry to being taken 
seriously. To be a true hero we believe you have to do a bit more. Something actively heroic to 
solve a problem in the world. 

After all, there are no talk heroes, only action heroes.



For an example, see Sainsbury’s.
They have made it their mission to change UK tastes to more sustainable fish breeds. 



3. Inspire others to join in

Inspiring others to join in is all about getting many hands involved.  Heroes understand their 
followers want to be heroes too so why not make the most of those people who want the world 
to be better place by letting them play a part?



An example of a mission is Timberland. They intend to plant 5 million trees in 5 years. 
(click) and they are going to get the employees and customers to help them do it. 



4. Talk about your cause, not yourself.

Finally, talk about your cause not yourself. 
When you’ve done good, it’s always tempting to go out and show off about it. That’s not the 
hero’s way. No-one likes someone who talks about themselves. People want to hear stories, be 
inspired. They want to know what drives you and what adventures have arisen as a result. Talk 
about your cause, talk about your mission, talk about how people can get involved and they 
will talk about you.



Anita Roddick made the Body Shop famous not by talking about soap and beauty products 
but by talking about the cause of animal welfare. 



Like so.



But does it work?

All of this sounds great right? But does it really work? Companies are here to make money 
right? Shouldn’t we just be focussed on sales targets and be done with it? 
We showed you what happened to Chipotle’s share price, now let’s look at some more 
numbers and then make a call on that. 



Let’s look at one last example. Fast food is hardly a category often associated with 
sustainability yet, in the USA, Chipotle is on a journey that began in 2000 and has taken them 
from a category known for creating Villains and turned them into a Hero of sustainability. 

They are quite open in their motives. In telling the story of how they embarked on sustainability 
they say:

“Nine years ago a menu item wasn’t selling so well, so we switched to Niman Ranch naturally 
raised pork simply to help it sell better. We had to increase the price by $1, which changed 
carnitas from the cheapest to most expensive item on the menu at the time… our sales doubled. 
We learned that people are willing to pay more for better food.”



What’s more they are proud to shout this to the world. (2 min video)



www.onethingivelearned.com

And all that is of course just the beginning. 
Ladies and gentlemen the Hero’s Handbook is a book about brands who are becoming 
heroes.
But more to the point it is a call to arms, a how to guide and 50 pages of inspiration on how 
yours can become a hero brand too so that next year you can stand here as a previous winner 
of the Green Awards. 

We’ve saved the planet the pain of printing one for each and every one of you. Instead, it’s on 
the website where you can download it free to your heart’s content. (CLICK)

http://www.onethingivelearned.com
http://www.onethingivelearned.com


www.republicofeveryone.com
facebook.com/republicofeveryone

@republicofevry1

And if you like it, make sure you visit, like or follow us

Thanks


